SANES Josh RETINA Wiring 7 March 2013

SINTN Thurs  4:30PM  Clark Aud at Stfd

Prof at Harvard...

title Wiring up the Retina... (during development)

working on it for 10 years

how do cells find their partners (eg partner cells) OR even
whether they synapse on a distal dendrite vs proximal vs axon hillock..

his focus on retina... (isolated anatomically)
work here is either in chicks or in mice.


3 layers of cells:  outermost layer : the photoreceptors:  rods and cones;
synapse in the

OPL = outer plexiform layer (outermost neuropil (synaptic layer))

mouse eye = 1 megapixel camera
human eye is about a 40 megapixel camera...


optic N is made from RGC axons  retinal ganglion cells

RGCs  respond selectively...

middle layer are the interneurons:
he includes bipolars in the list  (along with horizontal cells adjacent to the OPL and
amacrine cells adjacent to the  IPL = inner plexiform layer (the lateral cells of the IPL)

RGCs are feature detectors and there are  abt 25 types...(in mice)


each type of RGC (of the 25 in mice)  only gets input from certain types of interneurons...

So, the optic nerve contains 25 parallel pathways conveying individual features... in parallel

decompose the original  image into 25 channels and
then recombine in the brain to generate the illusion of seeing the world.

***
so, what kinds of specificity do we have in development:
(ie how much of the retina's specific archtecture is laid down genetically and
unfolds during development)

the five laminae of the retina actually have perhaps
10 sublaminae total.

he shows IPL with perhaps 5 sublaminae...

(the following work is all in Mice  (some work in chicks as noted)

ON and OFF cells (RGCs)... are like shadow detectors..
the OFF center RGCs get input from OFF bipolar cells...

the ON RGCss get inputs from ON bipolar cells...

there are two kinds of specificity:  (vertical and horizontal)
laminar specificity (ie vertical) and lateral specificity  (horizontal)
(all specified by various molecules during development)

TOPIC 1:  laminar specificity (work done by Masahito Yamagata  began 10 yrs ago.

Cajal knew abt  RGCs with arbors confined to particular sublaminae
(he shows Cajal illustration with various RGC types with flat dendritic arbors confined
to various sublaminae in the IPL)

There is an Ig (immunoglobulin) superfamily code for laminar specificity!

this work was done by Masa.  Masa...Y.

he found Sidekick1 and -2  they are expressed in RGC subpops...  (big discovery!)

also expressed by interneurons that synapse to them...

genetic sequences of Sidekicks suggest they may be synaptic ,
 localized adhesion molecules...

they interact with Ig domains
FN-III domains  (found in many adhesion molecules) and
PDZ domains

they are localized at synapses
like PSD95 and MAGI
Sdk1+RGC cells)

same with Sdk2...  the arbor is confined to one sublamina...

eg  Sdk1  only seems to arborize in S4 sublamina
and sdk2 goes to S2...

they ARE BOTH homophilic adhesion molecs

so,  interneurons that express Sdk1 are the same cells that label the corresponding RGC types

Masa asked  can you alter the hookup of cells (interneurons to RGCs)
by changing  the levels of Sdk1 and 2... (turn them on or off)

Masa did  this in work in chick embryo...

he did loss of function experiment...  removed  sdk1 using KO chick
(leads to sdk1- chick)
in those chicks they did NOT localize to
a single sublamina

and the converse with" gain of function"  in knock-ins (  where u add it...)


now, how abt majority of RGCs that don't express either...
and despite that... they have laminar specificity..

Masa found other  molecs...

Dscams  (close relatives to Sidekicks)
also Contactins   (involved in "all things myelinated")
Contactins are distant relatives (less homologous than Dscams are to Sidekicks)
but still a signif amt of seq identity...


Masa did more studies with Dscams and Contactins... answer was the same...
all r expressed by both pre and post synap cells...
if u remove or add, u can remove or add  sublaminar specificity...

this is an Ig superfamily code for laminar specificity in chick retina...

u have combos of these molecules that do the job
 (ie, its not 1 to 1  ie  not  one molec per RGC type or per sublam)

these molecs may be playing similar roles elsewhere in CNS or PNS...

now switch from chicks to mice  (2 years ago)

sidekicks in MICE..

use CRE recombinase knockins...

use a tamoxifen switch to turn on labeling in mouse

turn on label when you inject  tamox... (it labels presence of sidekick)

we have an amacrine cell that expresses VG3  (in purple)
and we have  W3B RGC and the two synapse together...
(ie  VG3 amacrine synapses onto  W3B RGC... (both share same sidekick)


W3B  RGCs  detect differential motion...
  any direction  (but only local motion  (not global, ie not entire visual fieldl)

differnential motion  (grating moves out of phase wtihe surround)
eg if u move your head they would not repsonse (cuz whole field moves)
but  differntial motion might raise an alarm...
see Zhang PNAS 2012


so,  does sidekick2  play a role in syanpses to W3B RGC...

put in CR2 in addition to other 2 labels


so, he can stimulate  many VG23 amacrines while recording from a W3 cell

big result...

you see the W3B cell light up
when every amacrine cell VG23  that is within a small region...

now,  is it sidekick2 or is it proximity...

(is it just Peter's rule... proximity based... or is it chemical based)

Argin did this work...

it DOES depend on sdk2+   (when u look at  sdk2- cell in the neighborhood then do NOT connect
to the amacrine cells... huge effect...

can do both gain func and loss of func with sidekick2...

hypothesis...
proximity  "statistical connectivity leads to a LOW level of connectivity but
RECOGNITON MOLECS  really bias connectivity  big time.

*******************************

topic 2:  Lateral specificity:  (in the orthog plane)

TILING  dendrites grow out to  but do not overlap  (keep their own territory)

mosaicism... uniform coverage of entire field...

self-avoidance  (max spread out  over alloted territory)

PROTOCADHERINS...

58 genes... single genomic locus...

alpha, beta, and gamma... PCDHs  = protocadherins... 22 of these?

expressed broadly in the CNS...  present at synapses...
BUT laminar specificity was not obviously perturbed
dream chemical for doing syanptic specificity...

make a synapse if u have found the right partner...


22 separate gammas...

all 22 isoforms are expressed in the retina..

deletion of all 22 of these  gammas  causes neonatal death!

Julie Lefebvre  did this  in 2008..

she made these specifically for retina...

half of interneurons in cells are gone!  when u delete these!

but starbursts (amacrine cells  are cholinergic.. the only ones)... they are affected by getting rid of gamma protocadherin.

he shows a starburst  amacrine cell... they are very  self-avoidant... they really spead out like a star burst...

interesting facet of isonneural self-avoidance... they self-avoid  BUT
they interact a lot with OTHER starbursts  (normally)
but THIS is perturbed by zapping the gamma protocads.

so , it is very specific for mosaic spacing, cell number, dendr number and dendr field diam

so,  why are there  22 Pcdhgs  at this locus...

Julie addressed that issue:

used genetic mutants...

under CRE recomb control   

remove  all 22 but repalce with just one...

self-avoidance  persists even when you keep just 1  (any single isoform is suffic)

BUT  difft for heteroneuro interactions...

look at Dscam1 in fly...


see Larry Zipursky and Sanes Cell 2010...

role in self-avoidance

each neuron is picking  a small subset of DScams out of a deck of 19k
or

he shows a model for self/non-self recog

N choose m...  results in self -avoidance but interaction with some neighbors...


diversity allows dendrites to repel other dendrities of the same cell while maintaining interactions with
dendrites of other identical cells...


Why are there 22 Pcdhg's... perhaps  they are doing  22 difft tasks...

they are needed for  self/non-self discrim
and neuronal survival


SUMMARY:

trying to explain laminar specificity

and also  self-avoidance ,mosaicism, and Tiling...

collabs  Tom Maniatis

*********************

Q:  is this activity dependent? A: No, this is prob  activity INDEPENDENT!  (not activity dep)

Q (Brian W:)  going to difft species...  what things change  (eg in going from chick to mouse)  

A: genl rule is that cadherins are there!   (too early to know exaclty which ones)

Q  are these just active during development or are they in active in adults

A: looks like.. once they do their thing in development, then they may not be requried...
not needed later...




